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Decisions Under Distress
Stress Profiles Influence Anchoring and Adjustment
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ABSTRACT—People frequently make decisions under stress.

Understanding how stress affects decision making is complicated by the fact that not all stress responses are created
equal. Challenge states, for example, occur when individuals appraise a stressful situation as demanding, but
believe they have the personal resources to cope, and are
characterized by efficient cardiovascular reactivity and
approach motivation. Threat states, in contrast, occur
when situational demands are perceived to outweigh resources and are characterized by less efficient cardiovascular reactivity and withdrawal motivation. We randomly
assigned participants to social-feedback conditions (i.e.,
positive or negative feedback) designed to engender challenge or threat, or a no-stress condition. Participants then
completed an anchoring-and-adjustment questionnaire.
Those assigned to the challenge condition adjusted more
from self-generated anchors than those assigned to the
threat condition. Cardiovascular responses mediated the
relationship between condition and adjustment. This study
demonstrates the importance of considering profiles of
cardiovascular reactivity when examining the influence of
stress on decision making.
On October 27, 2007, Chase Sampson appeared on the television show ‘‘Who Wants to Be a Millionaire?’’ He had successfully completed the show’s extensive vetting process, including
the written test, interview, and ‘‘fastest finger’’ competition.
After some idle banter, host Meredith Vieira asked the first
question: ‘‘Homeowners buy surge protectors to protect their
possessions from unexpected surges of what?’’ Chase wasted
little time in answering: ‘‘B: Water Flow—my final answer.’’
Chase’s appearance lasted less than 90 s, but his 15 min of
fame (or infamy) would continue. After the episode aired, YouTube videos of his defeat were posted on numerous blogs and
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discussion forums, accompanied by comments on Chase’s stupidity. Though his question was easy, answering it in that situation may have been more difficult than bloggers acknowledged.
Chase had flown the night before from Nashville for the taping,
had not slept, found himself being watched by a live audience of
hundreds, and knew that tens of thousands of viewers would see
him later on TV. Unlike the people who would comment on his
performance from the comfort of their homes, Chase was visibly
nervous.
Chase is 1 of 75 people to leave ‘‘Millionaire’’ without a dime,
but not all contestants react as poorly to the pressures of ‘‘the hot
seat.’’ Eleven have walked away with the million-dollar prize, 25
have cashed in for $500,000, and many more have made more
than $100,000. Undoubtedly, all contestants feel some stress
when the cameras begin to roll, but their bodies and brains may
be reacting to the stress in different ways. Could these divergent
stress responses contribute to their disparate performances?
Previous research on the relationship between stress and
decision making has yielded conflicting results. On the one
hand, epinephrine levels, an index of the sympathetic nervous
system’s stress response, have been found to correlate positively
with performance on academic exams (Jamieson, Mendes,
Blackstock, & Schmader, in press; Johansson, Frankenhaeuser,
& Magnusson, 1973; Rauste-von Wright, von Wright, &
Frankenhaeuser, 1981), showing little evidence for the invertedU relationship anticipated by the Yerkes-Dodson law (Dienstbier, 1989; Sapolsky, 2004). On the other hand, stress induced
through annoying sounds (Schaeffer, 1989), social pressures
(Balmer et al., 2007), and social evaluation (Lovallo & Thomas,
2000), and stress naturally induced through participants’ circadian rhythm (Bodenhausen, 1990), has been found to impair
memory, to increase people’s reliance on intuition, and to decrease the use of conscious reasoning.
This conflict may result from the oversimplification of stress as
a construct. Frequently, researchers have focused on only one of
the two primary stress systems—either the sympathetic-adrenal-medullary (SAM) axis or the hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal (HPA) axis—rather than considering how they combine to
influence cognition. One valuable framework for considering
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complex stress responses comes from the literature on challenge
versus threat (Blascovich & Tomaka, 1996; see also Frankenhaeuser, 1986; Henry, 1980). This research differentiates
‘‘good stress’’ from ‘‘bad stress’’ and considers the activation of
both stress systems during active, goal-relevant tasks.1 The
states of challenge and threat can be identified by individuals’
appraisals of how demanding a stressful situation will be, as well
as their appraisals of their personal resources to cope with the
situation, and have divergent consequences for both short-term
behavior and long-term health. Challenge occurs when individuals perceive that they have sufficient personal resources to
cope with the demands of a task at hand, whereas threat occurs
when demands outweigh perceived resources.
Challenge and threat states can also be differentiated by examining cardiovascular (CV) changes. In challenge, people
show increased cardiac efficiency (i.e., increased cardiac output) and decreased vascular resistance (i.e., lower total peripheral resistance), which enables more blood to be supplied to
the periphery. The body moves blood more quickly to effector
muscles and to the brain, preparing for action and signaling
approach motivation. In contrast, threat is characterized by less
efficiency in the cardiac cycle and increased resistance in the
vasculature. The body moves blood more slowly, and less blood
reaches the periphery and the brain—changes that can lead to
immobilization and may serve to prepare the body for damage or
defeat (Mendes, Blascovich, Hunter, Lickel, & Jost, 2007).
In the experiment reported here, we placed participants in a
stressful situation in order to manipulate challenge and threat
states and thus allow for causal inferences regarding the effects
of these stress profiles on decision making. After the stress induction, participants completed a quantifiable measure of
conscious reasoning, adjustment from self-generated anchors
(Epley & Gilovich, 2001). Anchoring and adjustment is a
prominent mode of dual-process reasoning, whereby beliefs,
decisions, judgments, or attitudes generated through automatic
processes are fine-tuned by controlled processes (Gilbert,
1999).
For example, how long is the gestation period of an African
elephant? People not well versed in the obstetrics of the Loxodonta africana probably do not know the answer. However, they
can provide a fairly good guess by starting with the fact that
humans have a 9-month pregnancy and then adjusting upward
from 9 months because elephant calves are larger than human
newborns. More adjustment on these types of questions tends to
result in more accurate guesses. However, the ability to adjust
from self-generated anchors (e.g., getting from 9 months to 22
months—the correct answer in this case) requires controlled
processing that can be diminished for any number of reasons
1
Although challenge-and-threat theory explicitly considers the role of the two
stress systems, typically SAM activation is measured, and HPA activation is
inferred (though see Mendes, Gray, Mendoza-Denton, Major, & Epel, 2007).
Other researchers, however, have done the opposite: assessed HPA activation
and inferred SAM activation (Dickerson & Kemeny, 2004).

2

(Epley, 2004; Gilbert, 2002). Adjustment can be decreased by
alcohol consumption, time pressure, and cognitive load. Thus,
adjustment away from self-generated anchors depends on the
expenditure of mental effort, and adjustments tend to be insufficient when mental resources are diminished.
Participants in our study completed an anchoring-and-adjustment questionnaire after engaging in a task designed to
engender a challenge or threat stress response, or after a lowarousal (control) manipulation. We predicted that participants
who were assigned to the threat condition would show less adjustment than those assigned to the challenge condition and that
CV reactivity to the stressor would mediate the relationship
between condition and adjustment.
METHOD

One hundred three participants (71 females, 32 males; mean
age 5 22.14 years, SD 5 3.41) were recruited through newspaper ads and the university study pool. They were paid $25 or
received study-pool credit.
After application of physiological sensors, participants sat
quietly for a 5-min baseline period. They then completed a
modified version of the Trier Social Stress Test (Kirschbaum,
Pirke, & Hellhammer, 1993)—a mock job interview consisting
of speech and question-and-answer tasks. Participants were
randomly assigned to one of three conditions: two designed to
activate the sympathetic nervous system (stress conditions) and
a control condition. In the stress conditions, participants were
asked to imagine that they were interviewing for a desirable job.
They were given 5 min to prepare a speech describing their
strengths and weaknesses and then delivered this speech to two
interviewers. The interviewers then asked participants to answer
a series of questions similar to those asked in job interviews. In
between the speech and question-and-answer tasks, participants completed demand and resource appraisals (Blascovich &
Tomaka, 1996). On the basis of previous research, we manipulated challenge and threat states using positive and negative
feedback during the interview (Akinola & Mendes, 2008). Approximately 30 s into the speech, the interviewers for participants assigned to the positive-feedback condition began to
express positive nonverbal feedback by nodding, smiling, and
leaning forward. In the negative-feedback condition, interviewers expressed negative nonverbal feedback by shaking their
heads, furrowing their brows, and crossing their arms.
Participants in the control condition completed the same
tasks but were alone in the room; they gave the speech and
answered questions aloud, but with no evaluation. Questions
were provided on index cards that the subjects read and
then answered aloud. We instructed the control participants
that we were interested in physiological changes associated with
speaking, but we would not be watching them during the task.
Immediately after the interview, all participants were given 2
min to provide their best guesses in response to nine anchoring-
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and-adjustment questions labeled ‘‘Trivia’’ (Epley & Gilovich,
2001).
Throughout the experiment, the following physiological data
were obtained: electrocardiography (ECG, Biopac, Goleta, CA),
impedance cardiography (HIC-2000, Instrumentation for Medicine, Chapel Hill, NC), and continuous blood pressure (Colin
7000, Colin Medical Instruments, San Antonio, TX). All signals
were integrated with Biopac MP 150 hardware. Signals were
examined off-line; data were scored manually using Mindware
software (Mindware Technologies, Gahanna, OH; see Mendes,
2009, for details), and a subsample was rescored to assure
reliability.
RESULTS

Manipulation Checks
We first tested whether we had engendered a stressful situation
by examining changes in participants’ preejection period (PEP)
and differences in their self-reported appraisals. PEP, the
amount of time between left ventricular contraction and the
opening of the aortic valve, provides a direct measure of sympathetic nervous system activity (Brownley, Hurwitz, & Schneiderman, 2000). Decreases in PEP from baseline indicate that
the sympathetic nervous system is activated and can be used to
identify a motivated-performance situation, which is a precondition for analysis of challenge and threat CV responses
(Mendes, Reis, Seery, & Blascovich, 2003). During the speech
task, both stress conditions resulted in significant decreases in
PEP from baseline, whereas the control condition did not—
positive feedback: M 5 5.33, t(27) 5 5.18, prep > .996;
negative feedback: M 5 6.35, t(27) 5 4.84, prep > .996;
control: M 5 1.07, t(32) 5 1.02, prep 5 .633.
Cognitive appraisals were assessed by probing perceived
demands and resources for coping with the interview task. Six
questions tapped demand appraisals (a 5 .76), and five assessed
resource appraisals (a 5 .79). As intended, the negative-feedback condition resulted in higher demand (M 5 4.6) and lower
resource (M 5 3.8) appraisals than the positive-feedback condition (demands: M 5 3.9; resources: M 5 4.3), F(1, 66) 5 6.63,
prep 5 .945, and F(1, 66) 5 4.51, prep 5 .897, respectively.
Adjustment
To create an index of adjustment, we followed the procedure
outlined by Epley and Gilovich (2001), subtracting the appropriate anchor from each answer. Statistical outliers (values more
than 2.5 SD above or below the mean) were removed, and adjustments were standardized and averaged, creating a single
index of the amount of adjustment for each participant.
A one-way analysis of variance with feedback condition
(positive, negative, control) as the independent variable and
adjustment as the dependent variable yielded a marginally
significant effect, F(2, 95) 5 2.78, prep 5 .852. A planned
comparison revealed significantly more adjustment in the pos-
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Fig. 1. Adjustment from self-generated anchors as a function of condition. Error bars represent standard errors of the mean.

itive-feedback condition (M 5 0.11, SD 5 0.45) than in the
negative-feedback condition (M 5 0.13, SD 5 0.32), F(1,
95) 5 5.45, prep 5 .923, as predicted (see Fig. 1).

CV Profiles
We then examined whether the CV responses engendered by our
manipulations mediated the link between condition and
adjustment. Because challenge and threat profiles assume
sympathetic activation, only the two stress conditions were
appropriate for examination (Mendes et al., 2003). We created
an index of CV responses by summing cardiac output and vascular reactivity after standardizing the indicators and reversecoding cardiac output; higher numbers indicate increased threat
(Blascovich, Seery, Mudridge, Norris, & Weisburch, 2004). As is
standard in challenge-and-threat research, we focused on the
1st minute of the question-and-answer task, which occurred
after the feedback manipulation. We used the CV threat index to
test whether physiological changes during the stressor mediated
the effect of feedback condition on adjustment, following the
strategy outlined by Baron and Kenny (1986). To control for
individual differences in physiological reactivity (Stern, Ray, &
Quigley, 2001), we used the CV threat index from the speechpreparation period, which preceded the feedback manipulation,
as a covariate.2
The first regression3 tested the link between feedback condition and adjustment, t(45) 5 1.98, prep 5 .872—as described
earlier, participants who had received positive feedback (challenge condition) adjusted more than those who had received
2
We also ran these analyses without controlling for individual responses
preceding feedback. The results yielded effect sizes similar to those of the
models with the covariate.
3
We were unable to calculate the threat index for 16 participants because of
various problems with the physiological data; therefore, the mediational analysis is based on an n of 47. The threat index requires multiple sources of
information—continuous blood pressure, impedance cardiography, and electrocardiography—and cannot be calculated if any one of those elements is
missing. The number of participants with missing threat-index data did not
differ significantly by condition, w2(1, N 5 63) 5 0.67, n.s.
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negative feedback (threat condition; see Fig. 2). A second regression tested the link between feedback condition and CV
responses. This regression equation yielded a significant effect,
t(44) 5 2.30, prep 5 .915. Participants who had received
positive feedback had lower threat reactivity than those who had
received negative feedback. A third regression predicted adjustment using feedback condition and CV reactivity. CV reactivity predicted adjustment, t(43) 5 3.05, prep 5 .970, with
increased CV threat resulting in decreased adjustment. The
bootstrap-estimated indirect effect (Preacher & Hayes, 2008)
was .099 (SE 5 .051), prep 5 .888, indicating that inclusion of
the CV threat index resulted in a reliable decrease in the relationship between feedback condition and the adjustment index.

Ancillary Analyses: Parasympathetic Influences
We also examined the role of parasympathetic nervous system
(PNS) activity in predicting adjustment. Challenge and threat
responses are mediated by sympathetic influences, and as a
result the extant literature on challenge and threat has largely
ignored the role of PNS activity (cf. Quigley, Barrett, & Weinstein, 2002). However, PNS withdrawal has been associated with
tasks such as target shooting and mental arithmetic, and these
findings suggest a possible link with attention and mental effort
(Tattersall & Hockey, 1995). It was therefore important to examine PNS activity in the context of adjustment in our study.
Parasympathetic influences, operating through the vagus
nerve, result in characteristic high-frequency variation in the
heart’s rhythm. One method of indexing the level of parasympathetic activity is by quantifying the amount of that variation, in
particular, by measuring the amplitude of variation in the frequency band defined by respiration—that is, respiratory sinus
arrhythmia (RSA; Porges, 2007). Across all conditions and
controlling for respiration rate, we observed a significant negative correlation between the adjustment index and RSA reactivity during the anchoring-and-adjustment task, r(83) 5 .33,
prep 5 .976; decreases in RSA activity were associated with
greater adjustment. The magnitude of the correlation did not

differ by condition. The significant correlation observed provides preliminary evidence that parasympathetic withdrawal
might be linked to greater conscious control.
DISCUSSION

Type of stress, and not just the amount of stress, can have a
significant impact on people’s abilities to excel on cognitive
tasks. Participants who were placed in a stressful situation and
received positive feedback cognitively adjusted more than those
who were placed in the same situation but experienced negative
feedback, an effect that was mediated by CV reactivity. Participants who exhibited CV responses consistent with challenge
(increased cardiac output and decreased vascular reactivity)
showed greater cognitive adjustment than those who exhibited
CV responses consistent with threat (decreased cardiac output
and increased vascular reactivity).
There are at least two possible explanations for how challenge
and threat states might have influenced adjustment as observed
in this study. One possibility is that the stress profiles created
differences in mental and physical resources that led to differences in adjustment. Challenge states are characterized by
greater resources than threat states (Mendes, Gray, MendozaDenton, Major, & Epel, 2007), so participants who experienced
more challenge may have had greater cognitive resources
available, and thus an increased ability to adjust. A second
possibility is that challenge and threat states provided
bodily signals to approach and avoid, respectively (Niedenthal,
Barsalou, Winkielman, Krauth-Gruber, & Ric, 2005). In previous research (e.g., Mendes, Blascovich, et al., 2007), challenge states were correlated with approach body positions, and
threat states were correlated with withdrawal body positions. It
may be the case that challenge and threat states and their
concomitant body positions provide internal cues to individuals
to adjust more or less, respectively. Future research will be
needed to determine which of these mechanisms account for the
effects observed. Also, it is important to point out that these
findings are limited to a highly specific context—specifically, a

CV Threat Index
–.50∗∗

–.28∗

Feedback Condition
(0 = negative;
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.282∗
(.125)

Anchoring-Adjustment
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Fig. 2. Results of the regression analysis testing the cardiovascular (CV) threat index as a mediator
of the relation between condition and adjustment from self-generated anchors. Paths are represented as standardized betas; the path in parentheses represents the condition-to-adjustment path
controlling for CV threat. Asterisks indicate the significance of the path coefficients, np < .05, nnp <
.01.
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highly stressful situation—and we would not anticipate observing the same results in low- or no-arousal situations.
These findings have important implications for recent research
showing that incidental emotions can influence decision making.
For example, anger has been shown to increase optimism and risk
taking relative to fear (Lerner & Keltner, 2000), and sadness
affects people’s willingness to buy and sell consumer goods
(Lerner, Small, & Loewenstein, 2004). As work in this area
continues to develop, it will be interesting to see if changes in
specific emotions influence decision making by way of physiological changes, as we have shown here for challenge and threat.
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